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The wireless infrastructure vendors were uncharacteristically 
upbeat in their second quarter results announcements. The im-
pact of Huawei and ZTE has overshadowed them for so long that 
it seemed like a permanent fixture, but to a great extent, the 
western suppliers, and their shareholders, have now adjusted to 
the reality of China. They have spent almost a decade revising 
their expectations of margins and market share; restructuring 
their operations around an entirely new cost base; merging with 
one another; and finding ways to compete in the Chinese market 
themselves. The recession threatened to wreck their efforts all 
over again, but there are signs that the sector is stabilizing – just 
as the smartphone companies enter their own cycle of adapting 
to Chinese competition. 
 
The next big upheavals for Ericsson, Nokia and Alcatel-Lucent 
will be equally challenging for Huawei and ZTE, centering on ar-
chitectural changes, especially software defined networking 
(SDN) and the cloud, and on the need to diversify into new busi-
nesses. But in the meantime, even with Huawei poised to steal 
Ericsson infrastructure crown, the Chinese companies have had 
their own big changes to make – particularly to cast off their old 
reputation for low cost, low quality, and invest in advanced tech-
nology and high levels of service. So competition has normalized 
a little, and against that backdrop, the European giants are talking 
a bit less about cost-cutting, and a bit more about new revenue 
streams. 
 
Ericsson expands business in all directions: 
 
This was particularly true at Ericsson. Its quarterly figures were 
solid, mainly lifted by an important improvement in margins as 
carriers start to invest in LTE capacity, rather than moderniza-
tion projects. Net income was up 76% year-on-year to SEK2.7bn, 
but revenues fell 1% to SEK54.8bn ($8bn), a contrast with 
Huawei’s preliminary revenue figure for its first six months, 
which stated a 19% leap to CNY135.8bn ($22bn). 
 
Some of its growth factors were similar to Ericsson’s - growing 
investment in LTE worldwide and rising carrier spend on soft-
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